Drawing on a database tracking the career of 1,250 top Chinese executives from 1,084 publicly-listed state-owned enterprises (SOEs), this article analyzes differences in career incentives for subsidiaries controlled by the central government compared to those controlled by local governments. It also considers the differences for executives in listed companies close to the parent group compared to those that are heads in distant subsidiaries. We find that in both SOEs and their publicly listed subsidiaries, administrative experience or political connections appear to increase the likelihood of promotion. However, in the case of central SOE subsidiaries, leaders are more likely to be promoted based on financial performance. For both central and local 'direct' SOE groups age is a significant negative factor for promotion, whereas tenure is a significant positive factor.
Introduction 1
Prior to China's economic reform and opening up, the industrial economy was almost entirely state-owned. But despite the emergence of a dynamic private sector (Naughton 1996; Lardy 2014) , state-owned enterprises (SOEs) have not withered away. The market now officially plays a 'decisive' role in resource allocation, but public ownership remains the ideological foundation of the Chinese economy, according to the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee's 2013 Decision on Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening Reforms (Communist Party of China 2013).
2 China's largest companies, which dominate key economic sectors, are SOEs (Hubbard & Williams 2016) . SOEs are also the largest Chinese investors abroad.
On the surface many of these companies have adopted Anglo-American corporate governance forms and have publicly-listed subsidiaries. However, their controlling shareholder is the Chinese government, and the Communist Party of China (CPC) plays a key role in choosing their executives. Who are the leaders of these companies? How are they appointed? What do their career paths look like, and what are their career incentives? Do they behave like business leaders, or are they more like Party-state bureaucrats?
This article draws on a database tracking the careers of 1250 top executives (CEO, board chairman and Party Secretary) from 1084 publicly-listed SOEs from 2003 to 2012. It considers differences in career incentives for subsidiaries of SOEs controlled by the central government (yang qi) compared to those controlled by local governments (guo qi), as well as between listed SOEs that are close to the top of corporate groups and those that are distant subsidiaries.
The Iron Triangle: Party, State and Business
SOEs are no longer mere 'workshops' of the China's state planning apparatus. By and large they have adopted corporate forms inspired by Anglo-American corporate governance. Many have partially-privatized subsidiaries listed on sharemarkets in China and abroad. But formal governance structures do not necessarily translate to the substantive profit-seeking behaviour expected of privately-owned enterprises. Their controlling shareholder (the Chinese State) has myriad economic and political objectives, and their human resources function for top management is managed by the CPC. This creates an 'iron triangle' of mutually supportive relationships between the state, Party, and business (Brødsgaard 2012) . These relationships are structured by the Party and form the core of the Chinese power system. If the 'iron triangle' is broken, the system will change, possibly resulting in the collapse of CPC domination.
The state, Party and business are at the corners of a triangle, but the boundaries between them are not strictly defined. Different formal relationships between state and business at various levels can resemble a matrix muddle.
An overview of the essential elements and relations between ownership and governance in state and private business is provided in Figure  2 , which distinguishes five discreet categories ranging from purely state, to state-owned enterprises, to state-controlled enterprises and private-controlled mixed capital and purely private investors. Within these we can identify different types of enterprises or corporate forms that carry out business activity. Party organizations run parallel to these at all levels, although the role of the Party varies.
State Organs
The State Council of the People's Republic of China is the highest executive organ of the Chinese central government. It oversees all state ministries, commissions and administrations. Since 2003 the State Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) of the State Council has been responsible for managing central SOEs. Certain sectors, such as finance, tobacco and media, are owned and controlled by other state ministries. The Chinese government also controls other assets through its sovereign wealth funds and public pension funds (Cummine 2015). China's provinces, autonomous regions and provincial-level municipalities (Beijing, Chongqing, Shanghai and Tianjin) are subordinate to the central government. Each of these provincial-level governments has its own SASAC, which oversees provincial SOEs. Provinces and municipalities oversee hundreds of lower-ranked counties and other administrative districts with their own SASACs, which in turn oversee thousands of 'local' SOEs.
Legend:
Control Capital Public education and social welfare functions are provided directly by state institutions and organisations at central, provincial and local levels (box A in Figure 2 ).
The Party's Role within the State
The Party completely dominates state organs. It sets the policy direction for state bodies which the state in turn executes. The Party not only makes key personnel appointments to the state, but also ensures that key state appointments, such as to the State Council and provincial leadership, overlap with Party organs up to the highest level. Political relationships are therefore linked to promotion prospects for Chinese state officials.
A general literature addressing the official promotions can be divided into three schools. One school argues that political connectedness and patronage relationships determine the possibility of promotion (Shih, Adolph & Liu 2012; Chen 2006) . Another school holds that economic performance increases the likelihood of promotion (Li & Zhou 2005; Landry 2008; Yao 2016) . A third contends that economic performance matters more as a factor for promotion at lower levels of government, whereas political connectedness matters more at the central level (Choi 2012; Landry, Lü & Duan 2014) . 
State-owned Enterprises
In the classical socialist econo0my, there was no distinction between the workshop (production unit) and the state itself, and so pre-reform stateowned enterprises can be thought of as an integrated part of the state (Kornai 1992) . With the reform and marketization of the Chinese economy, most productive sectors of the economy were spun-off from the state.
Beginning with experimentation in October 1978, separate enterprises were created that were distinct from − though still highly dependent on − the state (Wu 2005: 145) . This could be at a small scale, but sometimes it involved the wholesale conversion of entire government ministries. Most state-owned enterprises today can therefore be traced back to bureaux within ministries.
Some were converted wholesale from entire ministries. China's three oil giants were formed to take over the assets of the Ministry of Petroleum -China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) in 1982, China National Petroleum Corporation (Sinopec) in 1983 and China National Petroleum and Natural Gas Corporation (CNPC) in 1988. These new corporations not only took over the ministry's assets and enterprise functions, but replaced its administrative functions too (Brødsgaard 2012; Zhang 2004 The largest and most important SOEs, the so-called central enterprises, are managed by the SASAC of the State Council (Brødsgaard 2012) . There are now 106 of these companies, which are also known as China's national champions as they include China's largest and most important companies (Hubbard & Williams 2016 ) including in energy, resources and public utilities (Hubbard 2016a ). Provincial and local governments' SASACs oversee thousands of local SOEs that are small and typically involved in more competitive sectors of the economy, but these can still be relatively large and important within their province.
Central SOE leaders are subject to three-year performance contracts from the central SASAC. Performance standards relate to financial indicators of the firm, including growth in revenue and profitability. SOE leaders are graded between A to E based on these standards and receive corresponding financial bonuses.
Party Role within State-owned Enterprises
State-owned enterprises all have a Party Committee with a clear mandate from the Party Constitution. A party organization in a state owned enterprise guarantees and oversees the implementation of the principles and policies of the Party and the state in [the]… enterprise and backs the meeting of shareholders, board of directors, board of supervisors and manager (factory director) in the exercise of their functions and powers according to law (Xinhua 2013). 7 Alongside this formal arrangement, there is a convention that the Chairman of the Board of Directors (where there is one) or the general manager concurrently holds the position of Secretary of the SOE's Party Committee. As the Chairman of the Board is normally regarded as the top person (diyi bashou) in the company, this rule consolidates the Party's dominant role. Directives on SOE reform from September 2015 stress the leading role of the Party in SOE governance through this arrangement, even though the thrust of the reform is to insulate enterprise decisions and governance from formal state control (Communist Party of China 2015). 8 There have been several attempts to abolish administrative ranking for central SOEs. As early as 2000, the Party passed a plan for deepening the reform of cadre personnel work, stipulating that administrative ranking for enterprises should be abolished (Zhonggong zhongyang bangongting). 9 Subsequently, the issue has resurfaced frequently but SOE leaders have been opposed to these attempts and still consider themselves to hold vice-ministerial rank (Suo 2014) . 10 In short, administrative rank for SOE executives has been formally abolished, but in practice it still exists.
The leaders of the 53 most important central SOEs are directly appointed by the Party's Central Organization Department according to the nomenklatura system which handles appointments at or above vice-ministerial level (Brødsgaard 2012) . They therefore enjoy high political status and social influence in the Chinese rank-stratified political order. A very small number of SOE heads enjoy even higher status in a Party capacity as members or alternate members of the Party's Central Committee. Other central SOE leaders are appointed by SASAC, subject to the central organization department's veto. They are ranked at departmental level (ju/si or ting).
Provincial SOE heads are ranked at a much lower level (equivalent to that of a deputy mayor of a prefectural level city, such as Suzhou). Heads of county SOEs are ranked even lower. They are responsible to the SASAC of the provincial government (or a branch of SASAC at county-level), and appointments are controlled by the local party apparatus rather than the central Government.
In an Anglo-American corporate model, members of a company board have a fiduciary duty to act in the interests of the company. A failure to do so may be punished by a general meeting of shareholders, which can ultimately determine the fate of the company leadership. By contrast, while the leaders of SOEs do have an interest in the financial performance of the SOE (including the performance pay from SASAC), their longer term career prospects are embedded in Party structures. If their personal ambitions go beyond running one of China's largest companies, then they need to obtain higher political rank by shifting career track to a government or Party position. This leaves open the chance of attaining ministerial rank and postponing retirement by five years. This career shift is determined by the central Party, rather than the SOE or its nominal state owner.
There are three post-CEO pathways. One is lateral transfer from CEO or Chairman of a SASAC company to a Party or government position in a province or municipality. Individuals following this pathway will normally be transferred to a position as vice governor or deputy provincial or municipal Party secretary. Another pathway is lateral transfer from executive leadership of a central enterprise to a government or Party position at the central level, at vice-ministerial level. Although, lateral transfer from one vice-ministerial position in a company to a similar ranked position in government is not strictly a promotion, we regard it as such because the transfer opens the door for further career advancement along the civil servant track. A less common third pathway is direct promotion to a ministerial level within the central government.
The career incentives of SOE leaders are yet to be studied in Englishlanguage academic literature. The leading study in Chinese, Yang, Wang and Nie (2013) , considers factors affecting the career movements of 189 leaders of central SOEs between 2008-2011. They find that increased economic performance (measured by growth of operating revenue) increases the chance of promotion. They also find that leaders who are members of the Party's Central Committee, and those that hold a PhD degree, have higher promotion prospects. They conclude that central SOE heads are 'quasi-government officials' rather than professional managers because their SASAC-determined performance pay has no significant link to promotion.
The career paths of executives in SOE subsidiaries are also yet to be systematically researched. But it is important since these large corporate structures can provide an environment for aspiring SOE leaders to work their way up from lower-level subsidiaries. Most leaders within central SOE conglomerates advance through their own company on the basis of what could be called a single-group career track, where they typically start their career from a subsidiary and then move to the parent company. Another career path is a multi-group career track where business executives have work experience in SOEs in the same industry.
There are ten current leaders of central SASAC SOEs whom we observe having previous positions in listed lower-level subsidiaries. One of these, Xu Lejiang, is Chairman and Party Secretary of Baosteel Group Corporation and the head of its listed subsidiary Baoshan Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., and an alternate member of the 17th and 18th Central Com- Corporation and was previously a leader at Shenzhen-listed NavInfo -at NORINCO.
State-Controlled Enterprises
Many of the companies commonly referred to as SOEs are not strictly state-owned enterprises at all by the above definitions. They can be more accurately described as 'state-holding' or 'state-controlled' enterprises. These are not SOEs, but separate corporate entities, joint ventures and partnerships in which an SOE or another state-controlled enterprise has the largest capital share. This can include enterprises that are wholly-owned or majority-owned by SOEs, or even minority-owned provided that there is no larger non-state shareholder. 12 These show the breakdown of 9,535 'first tier' SOEs in the industrial sector between central SASAC, other ministries and local governments in 2009. Beyond this are 15,861 direct subsidiaries (second tier state-controlled enterprises) and subsidiaries of these subsidiaries (third tier subsidiaries). Central SOEs are often sprawling corporate conglomerates. In total, central industrial SOEs and their second-and third-tier subsidiaries employ 7.7 million workers. By contrast, local SOEs employ almost 10 million workers, but have on average only one or two subsidiaries and are also much smaller in terms of assets. Some of these SOE subsidiaries are shareholding corporations that are publicly listed on Chinese or international sharemarkets (box D). This makes them 'partially privatised' through the involvement of private Chinese and foreign investors. Their shareholders can include other SOEs, their subsidiaries, as well as China's largely state-owned financial institutions. One motivation is to attract external capital, another is an attempt to improve economic performance through independent external oversight of profit-seeking investors.
Public listing of large SOE subsidiaries was a policy initiative from the late 1990s. For example, a decade after being created from the state oil ministry in 1988, CNPC's core assets in extraction, refining, chemical and retailing were restructured into a subsidiary called 'PetroChina' which was then listed on Hong Kong and New York Stock Exchanges in March 2000 (Wu 2005: 156-157) . The wholly-state-owned central SOE retains an 87 per cent ownership share in this subsidiary (see Figure 3) . SOE subsidiaries, and even their subsidiary companies, can also be listed. For example, Tongrentang, a traditional Chinese medicine com- These are simplified, stylized examples. Tracing ownership of listed Chinese companies takes hours of painstaking work for each company. Central SOE China National Chemical Corporation (ChinaChem) has at least nine listed subsidiaries (including 17 interspersed companies and a joint venture with Guangzhou City SASAC) (Rooker 2016a). 13 Bright Foods, which is ultimately owned by Shanghai SASAC, has direct and indirect interests in five listed subsidiaries (Rooker 2016b ).
14 The largest central SOE conglomerates have an average of 185 second and third tier subsidiaries.
A condition of listing on a stock exchange is the need to report detailed corporate information to inform current and potential shareholders. This data is readily used for research, including this article. As of May 2016, Google Scholar lists 51 research report results for a search on 'publicly listed SOEs' relating to China. However, data on 'listed SOEs' does not reflect what might go on the balance sheet of the parent SOE and its other unlisted subsidiaries; as such, care needs to be taken when drawing inferences from publicly-listed SOE subsidiaries to the state sector as a whole.
Outside listed SOE subsidiaries for which ownership information is on the public record, there are thousands of joint ventures, limited liability companies, partnerships and shareholding corporations which may have any degree of state ownership. All large scale industrial enterprises provide information through annual statistical returns to the National Bureau of Statistics that are widely used by researchers (Brandt, Van Biesebroeck & Zhang 2014) . These data can identify state-controlled enterprises, and the level at which the company is supervised, but does not identify the controlling owner.
One of the ways that a state-owned enterprise (or its subsidiary) has to control its subsidiary is to ensure overlapping management positions between the state-owned parent and the publicly-listed subsidiary. A survey of 109 listed companies cited by Fu (2013) , found that 80 per cent of chairmen in central listed SOE's subsidiaries are senior executives of the unlisted parent. In the following, we will present empirical evidence for factors influencing the careers of leaders of listed SOEsubsidiaries.
Private-controlled Mixed Capital
The state, state-owned enterprises and state-controlled enterprises can also contribute capital to private-controlled enterprises. These could be enterprises that were previously state-owned enterprises but have been partially-privatized to the extent that that the largest shareholder is now private. These can be through publicly listed companies (box F), or through all kinds of unlisted public-private partnerships, joint ventures and other mixed arrangements with private domestic or foreign investors (box G).
Finally, there are truly private enterprises with which the state has no ownership relationship whatsoever. Many of the unlisted privatecontrolled companies also fall into this category, but they cannot be definitively identified from the available statistics, although some enterprises are registered as solely private-or foreign-funded, or are self-employed private individuals.
Party Role within Private Enterprises
The Party has a role in mixed ownership and fully private enterprises. The Companies Law of the People's Republic of China makes it explicit that 'grass roots organizations of the Communist Party' (including Party committees) are allowed to carry out their activities in companies (even foreign companies) in accordance with the Party Constitution. Reportedly 'all 210,000 large private companies' now have Party Committees and have recruited more than 3.5 million workers (Xinhua 2012) . 15 Nevertheless, their mandate is weaker than in state-owned enterprises. In a private enterprise, the Party Committee is meant to 'guide and oversee the enterprise in observing (state) laws and regulations.' It comes with a pro-business rider that the Committee 'stimulates the healthy development of the enterprise' (Hawes 2007) . 16 Thus even complete independence from state ownership does not rule out business-Party links. However, although the Party has had individual private entrepreneurs as members since 2002, less than 1 per cent of individually owned enterprises (getihu) have Party Committees (Xinhua 2012) .
Career Incentives for Leaders of Listed SOE Subsidiaries
We have already noted previous studies of career incentives for state officials, and heads of central state-owned enterprises. We have noted that SOEs provide a career track to official positions. But who are the leaders of these companies? How are they appointed, what do their career paths look like, and what are their career incentives? Do they behave like business leaders, or are they more like Party-state bureau-crats? The answers to these questions not only inform our understanding of the 'iron triangle', but also have implications for the efficiency of state capital. If state assets are managed by professional businessmen, who are rewarded for financial performance and are at arms' length from the state, then SOE company performance matches that of professionally-managed private companies. By contrast, if state assets are managed by 'quasi-officials', then the firm's financial performance is more likely to be impaired by the 'soft budget constraint syndrome' and policy burdens (Kornai, Maskin & Roland 2003; Lin & Tan 1999) that impair company performance.
We investigate this issue using a database of 1,241 executive movements between 2003 and 2012 17 for leaders in state-controlled companies listed on the Shanghai or Shenzhen Stock Exchange and quoted in RMB (that is 'A' shares). Detailed financial information of listed companies was obtained from GTA Information Technology. Biographical information was hand-collected from annual reports, company announcements and other publicly-available official company documents. Supplementary information was taken from the web portal Sina Finance (Xinlang Caijing), corporate websites and SASAC websites. A detailed description of this dataset and the preliminary findings have been published in Chinese (Zhang, Liu & Cai 2015) .
Listed companies are classified according to whether the ultimate owner is administered by the central government, a province or a county. We divide listed companies into two groups: those that are directly administered by the state or by an SOE (that is, first-and second-tier companies) and those that are more than two steps removed from the state parent (third-tier down to ninth-tier in our sample). We consider that the further down the chain of listed subsidiaries, the more the leadership is to be insulated from political demands (Fan, Wong & Zhang 2013; Zhongming 2010 ).
18 Table 2 shows the distribution of executive movements according to the classification of the listed SOE subsidiary.
Firstly, we consider the question of where leaders of listed SOE subsidiaries have career tracks that go beyond strictly business, and include outside political or work connections. Yang et al (2013) focused on Central Committee membership as an indicator of political connections for central SOE heads. Because we are considering SOE subsidiaries at central and provincial levels, we need broader measures of connections. In this case, we define a political role as being a representative to the National or a provincial People's Congress, or Committee member of the national or a provincial Political Consultative Conference. We also include prior work experience as a government official or in another public enterprise. Table 3 indicates that more than a third of leaders of listed SOE subsidiaries have this type of experience. The proportion is slightly higher for local SOE subsidiaries. Leaders closer to the top of the subsidiary chain are also more likely to have this experience. We track leaders each time their position changes, according to six categories: 1) Demotion: movement to a lower level enterprise (including from a parent to a subsidiary), movement from a leadership position to become an ordinary board member or deputy-leader in the same SOE subsidiary, or another SOE subsidiary of the same rank. 2) At level: moving to another SOE subsidiary at the same administra-tive level or returning to a previously held position. 3) Promotion: movement to a leadership position in a higher-level enterprise (including from a subsidiary company to a parent, or where the new SOE-subsidiary is clearly of a higher administrative rank), promotion within the same company (for example, from general manager to Chairman of Board), or appointment to a government position. 4) Retirement: due to age, illness, criminal investigation or discipline inspection. 5) Movement to a non-state owned enterprise: to, for example, a private business. 6) Unknown. Table 4 shows 395 (31.8 per cent) leadership promotions. We note that leaders of 'directly controlled' are slightly less likely to be promoted. Transfer at level occurred 22.8 per cent of the time, and leaders were demoted 22.0 per cent of time. Likelihood of demotion increases for provincial-and county-level SOEs. The rate of retirement due to age or illness is more than double for directly controlled enterprises compared to indirectly controlled enterprises. A key finding is that the leader of a listed SOE subsidiary is almost twice as likely to retire as they are to leave the state sector. 7.4 per cent of leaders in directly controlled county-SOE subsidiaries leave for the private sector. Some of the 'unknowns' may belong to this category. Table 5 shows that out of the 395 leaders who were promoted, 81 (20.5 per cent) were appointed to government positions. At the central level, only 6.9 per cent of listed central leaders were appointed to government positions during this time, with appointment to government more likely from a second-tier company. These figures may be an underestimate, if progression to the SOE parent is a 'stepping stone' to a government position. Transfer to government positions are much more likely at local levels, particularly amongst county SOE subsidiaries, in which almost half of leader promotions were to government positions. 
Performance Versus Political Connections for Promotion
We construct a logit model to explore the relationship between promotion prospects, company performance and the leader's political connections, while controlling for other relevant factors. We employ a logit model taking the form:
Where We present the results in Table 6 . We find that administrative/political connections are associated with increased promotion prospects, but we do not find any significant effect for higher financial performance. Longer tenure and belonging to a central SOE group are associated with better promotion prospects, while age is a negative. In aggregate, this supports the proposition that political connectedness and patronage relationships, rather than financial performance, is important in SOE subsidiaries. However, breaking the group down into direct and indirect subsidiaries of central and local SOEs provides a richer story.
The 'central direct' group (column 2) includes the direct, listed subsidiaries of central SOEs, whose leadership was studied directly by Yang et al (2013) . In contrast to their findings, we do not find any significant impact of performance, political connections or education in this group. The leader's length of tenure appears to be the only significant and positive predictor of promotion. At the highest level of directly controlled subsidiaries, there is another 'X factor' -perhaps documented in their personnel dossier − that determines their promotion prospects.
The proposition that economic performance matters more as a factor for promotion at lower levels of government (Choi 2012; Landry, Lü & Duan 2014) may apply to lower level subsidiaries of central SOEs (see column 2). Indeed, this is the only group of companies for which firm profitability and the leader's education credentials are positively and significantly associated with promotion. Surprisingly, administrative/ political connections appear to be a significant negative for this group. These 'central indirect' SOE subsidiaries are the most 'business like' of all the groups.
Subsidiaries of local SOEs, both direct (column 3) and indirect (column 4) do not reflect this logic. For both these groups, administrative/political connections appear significant, positive predictors of promotion. This may be because a greater proportion of promotions from local SOE subsidiaries are to government positions rather than to positions higher up the corporate pyramid.
This appears to contradict the proposition that economic performance matters more at lower level of government, but it may in fact reflect a tighter connection between provincial governments and provincial SOEs than might exist between central government ministries and central SOEs. In the case that the local Party secretary is incentivized with economic performance, it could be that provincial SOEs are more likely to act as a policy arm of the province, possibly supporting particular projects or investments that is costly to the enterprise but has a spillover benefit to the province. Conversely, if they are big local employers or investors, then SOE connections to local governments could soften their budget constraint a little in the case of distress. This should reduce enterprise efficiency.
A common characteristic for both central and local 'direct' SOE groups is that age is a significant negative factor, and tenure is a significant positive factor affecting promotion. This likely reflects that leaders of these subsidiaries higher up the chain are likely to be older, and therefore facing retirement age. Neither age nor tenure are significant predictors of promotion for leaders of indirect SOEs.
Conclusion: Drivers of or Obstacles to Reform?
In this article we have developed the concept of an 'iron triangle' between the Chinese state, Party and business by mapping out some of the connections between state and business, and between business and Party. We have observed that leaders of state-owned enterprises and their publicly-listed subsidiaries form potential members of larger Partybased career structures. We conclude that SOEs leaders are well and truly part of the 'iron triangle', rather than professional business executives who just happen to be working for state-controlled enterprises. For this reason, we would expect them to act as obstacles to reforms that would separate business further from Party influence.
Leaders of SOEs do appear to be 'quasi officials', or at least 'state businessmen' rather than professional managers. In both SOEs and their publicly-listed subsidiaries, administrative experience or political connections appear to matter to get promotions. Based on new empirical analysis of leaders of listed SOEs, we show that more than a third have prior administrative experience or concurrent political roles. We find that almost one-fifth of leaders of county-level SOE subsidiaries, and almost one-tenth of leaders of provincial-level SOE subsidiaries, are promoted into government positions. We also observe that a leader of a listed SOE-subsidiary is twice as likely to retire as they are to enter private sector employment.
However, the governance structure does appear to make a difference. In the case of the subsidiaries of central SOE subsidiaries, we observe that leaders are promoted on the basis of financial performance. These are the largest, so offer the largest scope for promotion within a single conglomerate, as well as being amongst the most internationalized of SOEs. This stream feeds into the top leadership of central SOEs, which may be closer to the political rather than business realm.
One next step is to see whether these apparently different management incentives actually flow through to financial performance. Our findings would suggest that we should observe a difference in performance between subsidiaries of central and local SOEs. Other things being equal, the career incentives in favour of financial performance for distant subsidiaries of central SOEs should result in higher performance for them, relative to local SOE subsidiaries. (2014) demonstrate, the leader's tenure and enterprise investment behaviour has a non-linear relationship (an invested U shape). In order to avoid this correlation we omit tenure squared.
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